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Image search engines dier signicantly from general Web search engines in the way of presenting search
results. The dierence leads to dierent interaction and examination behavior patterns, and therefore requires
changes in evaluation methodologies. However, evaluation of image search still utilizes the methods for general
web search. In particular, oine metrics are calculated based on coarse-ned topical relevance judgments
with the assumption that users examine results in a sequential manner.

In this paper, we investigate annotation methods via crowdsourcing for image search evaluation based
on a lab-based user study. Using user satisfaction as the golden standard, we make a number of interesting
ndings. (1) Instead of item-based annotation, annotating relevance in a row-based way is more ecient
without hurting performance. (2) Besides topical relevance, image quality plays a crucial role when evaluating
the image search results, and the importance of image quality changes with search intents. (3) Compared with
traditional 4-level scales, the ne-grained annotation method outperforms signicantly. To our best knowledge,
our work is the rst to systematically study how diverse factors in data annotation impact image search
evaluation. Our results suggest dierent strategies for exploiting the crowdsourcing to get data annotated
under dierent conditions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the bloom of multimedia contents on the web, image search has become increasingly important.
The way to present image search results quite diers from traditional web search (see Figure 1 for
an example). To be detailed, the results are placed in a two-dimension panel rather than a sequential
list. Meanwhile, instead of document snippets, most image search engines show the snapshots
along with some meta-information of images. Free from the "next page" button, image results of a
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Fig. 1. An example SERP displayed by an image search engine. The red box shows the meta information
while hovering over an image result.

new page is usually loaded just by easily scrolling down. All of these dierences lead to changes
both in user’s interaction and examination behaviors. Xie et al. [57] observe a middle-position bias
in image search result pages. Since the self-contained results enable users to see and compare the
image previews directly, other factors besides topical relevance such as visual attractiveness [17, 37]
and the context [50] can also aect user satisfaction of image search.

Although image search has been a very active research area in recent years, there has been little
work in investigating the evaluation under the image search scenario. Both annotation protocols
and evaluation metrics of image search still apply the existing standard ones developed for general
web search, despite of those dierences. Traditional metrics such as DCG [23], RBP [35] and ERR [7]
assume a top-down browsing model based on query-document relevance judgments (either binary
or graded). Considering the dierences in the image result presentation and user behaviors, the
design of both annotation and evaluation methods for image search results is an open question to
be answered.

Relevance annotation is a critical part of Information Retrieval (IR) evaluation, since the Craneld
experiments [11]. In recent years, crowdsourcing, which is less expensive than expert eorts, has
been gradually employed in the collection process of relevance judgments. Classical binary scales
or ordinal scales within a small limited categories [52, 55] (usually ranging from 3 to 11) are quite
common. However, the proper scale in dierent scenarios is still under discussion [52]. Fine-grained
scales (S100) [40], which take care of more detailed perception of relevance levels have been recently
proposed in traditional (text) web search. Comparing to traditional web search results, images
contain more subjective factors. The suitable relevance annotation scale is fundamental to image
search evaluation yet under investigated.
Satisfaction can be viewed as the golden standard in search performance evaluation. There are

numbers of works on the relationship between evaluation metrics and user satisfaction [1, 34, 43].
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Mao et al. [32] point out that some traditional system-centered metrics are not well aligned with user
satisfaction. In addition to traditional web search, the correlations between evaluation metrics and
user satisfaction are also investigated in mobile search [19, 26], homogeneous and heterogeneous
environment [8]. However, explicit user satisfaction has not been considered when evaluating
image search results.

In this paper, to shed light on the above research questions in image search evaluation, we mainly
investigate crowdsourcing annotation methods for image results and how oine metrics perform
with the annotated results, considering factors of various dimensions. We rst collect explicit user
satisfaction feedbacks via a laboratory user study, and then employ crowdsourcing to gather the
traditional 4-level topical relevance judgments, quality judgments, row-based topical relevance
judgments, page-based relevance judgments and ne-grained relevance judgments. We compare the
performances of oine metrics based on these dierent annotations by comparing their alignments
with user satisfaction. To be specic, we consider the following research questions:

• RQ1: How do oine metrics align with user satisfaction based on the traditional 4-point
scaled topical relevance judgments?

• RQ2: How do context factors (e.g. row-based or page-based relevance) inuence the perfor-
mance of image search evaluation?

• RQ3:What are the impacts of image quality for image search evaluation?
• RQ4:Howdo ne-grained relevance scales aect the performance of image search evaluation?

This article is a revised and extended edition of research that appeared at SIGIR2018 [59]. Instead
of comparing the performances of oine and online metrics, we mainly investigate the impacts
of dierent data annotations on oine metric performances. In particular, besides 4-level topical
relevance and image quality judgments, we also consider factors like the context and ne-grained
scales. This version extends the conference version by adding row-based, page-based and ne-
grained relevance annotations via crowdsourcing as well as the corresponding analysis of results.
In the next section, we review related work. The details of user study and data annotation via

crowdsourcing is given in Section 3. Section 4 and Section 5 give experiment results as well as
analysis in correspond to our research questions. In Section 6, we compare dierent strategies for
collecting data annotations via crowdsourcing. We summarize our work and directions for future
work in the nal section.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Image Search
Image search has been shown to be a markedly active part within web search. Song et al. [48] show
that queries with image intents has been second only to navigational intent queries on desktops.
Further, Xie et al. [56] propose a taxonomy of image search intent, categorizing image search
tasks into 3 groups, which are exploring, entertaining and locating respectively. User behaviors
of image search have been studied from various dimensions. Through log analysis [4, 18, 37, 39],
many interactive behavior patterns such as query formulation, session length, hover and click are
investigated. Park et al. [38] also do a large-scale behavior analysis based on query logs of Yahoo
image search. Compared to traditional web search, the query length tends to be shorter [18, 39],
and due to the image previews shown in SERPs, click becomes sparse while hover becomes a
quite strong signal [37, 57]. Xie et al. [57] observe a middle position bias of user examination
behavior in the image search scenario, contrary to the "Golden Triangle" phenomenon in general
web search. Besides topical relevance, other factors have also been considered in image search. For
example, Geng et al. [17] emphasize the importance of image attractiveness, and attempt to predict
the attractiveness via computational visual features and verify the prediction results can benet
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rankings. O’Hare et al. [37] evaluate the importance of user interactive signals via nDCG based
on a combination of relevance and image quality. But the roles of topical relevance and quality
in image search evaluation have not been systematically investigated. In addition, Van et al. [54]
attempt to combine visual diversity to improve ranking results of image engine, and Eleftherios et
al. [50] shed light on the context of image search result page.
Although image search has been studied from various perspectives, the evaluation of image

search still utilizes standard methodologies developed for general web search without adapting to
the changes we have mentioned above. Evaluation, with no doubt, sits in the center of IR. Therefore,
in our work, we focus on the evaluation process of image search, including result annotation and
metrics design.

2.2 Relevance
Relevance is a key notion in information science and information retrieval in particular [44],
as it is also fundamental to IR system evaluation in the Craneld framework [11]. Typically,
these judgments are made based on "topical relevance", a judgment of whether the document
contains any information that is "about" the material that the "topic" is asking for. Historically,
relevance judgments are made in binary scales, relevant or not. In recent years, multi-level relevance
annotations have been proposed and used, but they are still coarse-grained ordinal relevance
judgments. For example, 3-level scales were used in TREC Terabyte Track [10], 4-level scales were
used by Sormunen et al. [49], 6-level scales were used in TREC-Web Track [13]. Tang et al. [52]
study participants’ condence in judgments of relevance to specic topics and nd that condence
is maximized when using 7-level scales. However, Cox et al. [14] suggest that no single number of
alternatives is suitable for any situation. Besides, since the distance between the ranked categories
is not well dened, mathematical operations (e.g. mean) is meaningless [45] and thus the median is
used more commonly. Therefore, Turpin et al. [31, 53] investigate the use of magnitude estimation
(ME), a psychophysical scaling technique, in relevance judgments in IR and get good correlations
with traditional ordinal judgments in TREC dataset. Considering the drawbacks of ME, such as
unnatural annotation process, required pre-train and normalization, the ne-grained relevance
scales (S100), ranging from 0 to 100, is proposed by Roitero et al. [40] this year. S100 has been
veried to give annotators more exibility than traditional coarse-grained scales, but be easier for
aggregation and more robust than ME. In our work, we are the rst to employ the ne-grained
scales to image search evaluation.

With the rapid growth of document collection size, crowdsourcing, which oers a fast, low-cost
and scalable way to gather annotations, has drawn attention and gradually been used in practice
in the eld of IR. For example, crowdsourcing was used in the TREC Blog Track [33] and TREC
Crowdsourcing Track [47]. Alonso and Mizzaro [2, 3] compare the relevance judgments collected by
crowd to those made by experts assessors, and claim that crowd relevance judgments can be reliable.
In addition to relevance judgments, crowdsourcing is also used for evaluating interactive infor-
mation retrieval systems [60]. However, the quality of crowdsourcing annotation is always under
doubt. Since cognitive bias in crowsourcing does exist [15], proper aggregation and quality check
methods should be considered. Hosseini et al. [22] propose that using Expectation Maximization
(EM) for aggregation can outperform the Majority Vote (MV) method in the accuracy of relevance
judgments and IR systems ranking. Kutlu et al. [25] look at the rationales to analyze disagreements
and to guarantee qualities. Besides, time limits are also used for quality assurance in crowdsourc-
ing [30]. In our work, considering the large size of image results, we utilize crowdsourcing to collect
annotations, and the details will be discussed in Section 3.2.
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Fig. 2. Two-stage data collection procedure. The first stage is a user study, which simulates a practical image
search scenario, and we collect user satisfaction feedbacks in this stage. We collect crowdsourcing annotation
in stage II.

2.3 Oline metrics
Traditional system-centric oine metrics are usually based on relevance judgments of query-
document pairs from external assessors, which mainly originate from Craneld framework [11].
Based on binary scale relevance judgments, metrics like Precision, Recall and Mean Average
Precision (MAP) are used to measure the quality of ranking algorithms. Along with the graded
relevance judgments, metrics adapted to multi-levels such as Normalized Discounted Cumulative
Gain (nDCG) [23], Expected Reciprocal Rank (ERR) [7] and Rank-Biased Precision (RBP) [35] have
been proposed and widely used in practice. Caterette [6] develops a conceptual framework to
interpret traditional oine model-based measures, mainly based on the assumption that users
examine the result list in a top-down manner. Over the past decade, metrics have evolved to be
gain/utility based. For example, Fan et al. [58] propose a Bejeweled Player Model to evaluate web
page based on a benet-cost framework. Azzopardi et al. [5] adopt the C/W/L framework to measure
search engine result pages. Besides the position in a rank list, some other aspects have been taken
into consideration as the discounting factor to develop oine metrics. Time-Biased Gain (TBG) [46]
uses time spent by the user as the basis for discounting while U-Measure [42] looks at the text
length. Moreover, oine metrics also change with dierent search environment. Luo at el. [29]
consider the height of user browsing trail as well as click necessity, and develop Height-Biased
Gain (HBG) for the mobile search environment. Image search engines show results dierently from
general Web search engines and user examination behavior also diers [57]. However, to the best
of our knowledge, no oine metrics have been designed for the image search scenario up to now.

3 METHODS
In this section, we describe our data collection procedure as is shown in Figure 2. The procedure
consists of two stages. In the rst stage, we designed a laboratory user study, which simulated
a practical image search scenario, to collect explicit user satisfaction feedbacks as well as the
query-image pairs. Then we exploited crowdsouring to get data annotated from various dimensions,
including topical relevance of query-image pairs and image quality.

3.1 User study
We describe the details of our laboratory user study (Stage I) in this part.

3.1.1 Experiment Procedure. As shown in Figure 2, after reading through the experiment instruc-
tions and nish a training task to get familiar with the study ow, each participant was required to
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complete 12 web image search tasks. For each task, we provided a detailed task description to give
a search intent and thus simulated a practical image search scenario. The participants were asked
to read the description and repeat it in their own words rstly, in order to make sure that they
had fully understood the task requirements. Then they would be redirected to an experimental
image search system, the results of which were provided by a popular commercial image search
engine 1 . The participants could submit queries, scroll up and down, click on the results and even
download the full-size images in the experimental system, just like naturally using an image search
engine. Once the participants thought that the task was completed or it was dicult to nd any
more useful information, they could just click on the nish button to stop searching, and then
complete the task requirements. After that, the participants were required to provide feedbacks. To
help them recall the search process, all of the queries and clicked images in this task were shown
in the same order as they were issued or clicked. Finally, we collected a 5-point scaled query-level
satisfaction feedback with the instructions introduced by Liu et al. [28], where 5 means the most
satisfactory and 1 means the least. According to prior work, satisfaction in IR is dened as the
fulllment of a user’s information need [16]. Note that we focus on query-level satisfaction rather
than session-level satisfaction in this preliminary work for simplicity.

In our user study, the experiment was conducted on a 17-inch LCD monitor with a resolution of
1366×768 pixels. The search system was displayed on a Google Chrome browser, where we injected
a customized JavaScript plugin into search result pages to record participants search behaviors
including scrolling, hover, click, tab switching and mouse movement. We also recorded queries
issued by the participants and some information of image in the corresponding SERPs, including
the URL, the position on the result page and meta information returned by the system. We later
downloaded all the images for data annotation (Stage II).

3.1.2 Tasks. According to the image search intent taxonomy proposed by Xie et al. [56], all the
image search tasks can be categorized into three intent categories, which are dened as follows:

• Exploring. Users want to learn something, conrm or compare information by browsing
images.

• Entertaining. Users want to relax and kill time by freely browsing the image search results.
• Locating. Users want to nd images for further use. They already have some requirements
for these images.

Following Xie’s work [56], we designed 12 image search tasks (4 tasks for each category) that
cover various image search intents. The tasks are demonstrated in Table 1. Note that the language
we use in this user study is Chinese, so the task descriptions, search systems and instructions are
all in Chinese. We show the English translation version in this paper.
Depending on dierent image search intents, we provide dierent requirements for dierent

tasks. As shown in Table 1, for the "Exploring" tasks, the participants only need to verbally describe
the information they have found or learned. Take Task 1 for example, the participants are required
to describe three pictures about Haikou City in words after nishing searching in this "Exploring"
task. For "Entertaining" tasks, the participants could freely search and browse the images related to
the topic without any further requirements. However, for "Locating" tasks, we ask the participants
to make some multimedia productions such as a slide or a poster. In order to guarantee that the
participants only need to use images to complete their tasks, we provide a default slide or poster
with some necessary keywords and background. For instance, in Task 11, the participants are
required to make a slide to introduce the "protagonists of Harry Potter". In the default slide we

1http://pic.sogou.com
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Table 1. The tasks adopted in our user study.

Intent Task ID Task Description Task Requirement

Exploring

1 You just received a job oer in Haikou
City. You want to know more about
this City (e.g. streets, landscapes, build-
ings).

Please describe three pictures
which are impressive to you in
words.

2 You prepare to renovate a new house.
You would like to compare dierent
decoration styles (e.g. Chinese style,
Simple European style).

Please introduce and compare
the characteristics of dierent
decoration styles in words.

3 You bought a white line t-shirt yester-
day, and you want to see which pants
and shoes can match it.

Please describe the most frequent
chosen pants and shoes style in
words.

4 You saw a beautiful ower on the way
to school. The ower has white petal
and yellow stamen, you want to nd
out its name.

Please nd and say the name of
the ower which has the charac-
teristic described above.

Entertaining

5 You want to browse some posters or
photos of your favorite stars.

–

6 You want to search for some humorous
pictures to relax yourself.

–

7 You want to browse some posters or
pictures of your favorite movies.

–

8 You want to browse some pictures of
your favorite cartoons.

–

Locating

9 You are a famous designer and you are
invited to design a poster for a dancing
party which will be held this weekend.
Detail requirements including dancing
people, wine glasses.

Please use PPT to design your
poster. (We already provide the
background of poster in PPT.)

10 You want to write a short news report
of 2016 US presidential election. Find
useful pictures for your report.

Please use Word to write your
news report. (We already provide
the text part in Word, please nd
the pictures based on the text.)

11 You want to make a PPT about Harry
Potter. You need some posters of Harry
potter lm, please try to coordinate the
poster style and PPT background to
make it more beautiful.

Please use PPT to make your
page. (We already give the key-
words about the posters.)

12 You want to change the desktop back-
ground of this computer, the content of
background should contain the forest
and blue sky.

Please try to nd a high quality
picture with no watermark and
change the desktop background
to this picture.

ACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. 9, No. 4, Article 39. Publication date: November 2018.
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Table 2. Statistics of the dataset

# sessions # queries # images
379 1119 54377

# query-image (item) pairs # query-image (row) pairs # query-image (page) pairs
79337 11190 2238

provide, we list the names of three characters of Harry Potter so that the participants only need to
nd some corresponding pictures of the characters to complete the slide.

3.1.3 Participants. Considering students are among active image search users, we recruited 36
students (14 female and 22 male) to take part in our user study via email, online forums and social
networks. The ages of participants ranged from 18 to 25. Diverse majors were included across
engineering, humanities, social science and arts. All the participants were native Chinese speakers,
which guaranteed that they could understand the task descriptions and requirements exactly. All
the participants reported that they were familiar with the search engines and used Web image
search engines regularly for both study and other daily purposes. Each participant was required to
complete a training task and the 12 main tasks listed in Table 1. They were informed that it would
take about one and a half hour to complete all the tasks without actual time limits imposed, and
they would be paid about $25 on condition of completing the experiment carefully.

3.1.4 Data Cleaning. Before data annotation, we did data cleaning rstly. We ltered out 53
search sessions because of technical problems in recording user behavior logs. Then we also ltered
out the images that could not be downloaded. Table 2 shows the statistics of our dataset after
ltering. Note that we focus on query-level evaluation, so over 1000 queries are adequate according
to statistical tools [41].

3.2 Data Annotation
After collecting explicit user satisfaction feedbacks as well as user behaviors in our user study, we
downloaded the pictures of the rst ten rows on all SERPs shown to the experiment participants,
and further hired external assessors via several popular crowdsourcing platforms in China to gather
data annotations from the ve various dimensions (Stage II in Figure 2). We only got images of the
rst ten rows (rst two pages) 2 on the SERPs annotated because the experimental search system
would load only ten rows of images for each query by default and over 80% of images clicked by
the users were from the rst ten rows according to the records in our user study.

3.2.1 4-level Relevance Annotation. As we mentioned above, the suitable number of scales is an
open question [14]. For the image search scenario, fewworks study the scales for relevance judgment.
O’Hare et al. [37] used a 3-point scaled relevance judgments, which are relevant,moderately relevant
and non-relevant respectively, while commercial image search engines have their own criteria.
In our work, we utilized the following 4-level topical relevance scales as shown in Table 3 with
reference to the criteria of a popular commercial image search engine.
We employed Baidu Zhongbao 3, a famous crowdsourcing platform in China, to collect 4-level

relevance judgments for each query-image (item) pair. It is an in-house crowdsourcing platform.
Actually, the form of in-house crowdsourcing is quite common in China. To be detailed, the company
has its own system as well as crowdsourced workers for several kinds of annotation tasks. We need
2In the image search engine we used, although image results are loaded by scrolling down, there is still a symbolic page
number and an obvious gap between each ve rows. For more details, see http://pic.sogou.com/
3http://zhongbao.baidu.com
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Table 3. 4-level relevance scales

Score Description

0 (Irrelevant) The image fails to match the subject of the query (e.g., the query
is "Batman" while the main object in the image is "Spider-Man").

1 (Somewhat relevant) The image is only partially relevant to the query. Specically, the
query contains two or more objects while the image only depicts
part of them (e.g., the query is "Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump
debating" while the image only focuses on Trump).

2 (Fairly relevant) Although the objects are matched between the query and the
image, their modiers are dierent (e.g., the query is "Red Ferrari"
while the image is about "Black Ferrari". The color, the modier,
diers.)

3 (Highly relevant) Both the objects and their modiers in the image are perfectly
matched the query.

to provide data as well as the corresponding instructions, and communicate with them in advance
to clarify the requirements (e.g. the accuracy of the annotation results). The company is responsible
for the annotation process, including designing the interface, training the workers 4, assigning
HITs, quality assurance and so on. To get annotations of 4-level topical relevance, we provided the
query-image (item) pairs along with detailed instructions and examples for each relevance level. To
examine the accuracy, we sampled about 600 images from their annotated results and checked their
correctiveness manually. The accuracy was over 95% and thus we accepted all of their results. We
collected judgments for each pair from three dierent annotators and considered the median when
disagreements appeared. Note that because topical relevance is query-dependent, we required that
the corresponding query should co-occur with the image item to be annotated on the interface.

We will further compare and discuss the details of dierent annotation tasks in Section 6 .

3.2.2 Image ality Annotation. Besides topical relevance, image attractiveness, in other words,
image quality has been considered in priori work [17, 37]. To further study the role of image quality
in image search evaluation, we collected quality annotations of each single image in our dataset
with similar criteria introduced by O’Hare et al. [37]. The instructions for image quality annotation
is shown in Table 4.
Similarly, we employed Baidu Zhongbao to collect image quality judgments. We collect 3 judg-

ments for each image item. Considering that the perception of quality is a bit subjective, we oered
detailed instructions attached with some specic examples during the actual annotation process.
Since the image quality is query-independent, we preprocessed the dataset and deduplicated the
images which might appear on the result pages of several dierent queries. In this part, the annota-
tors could only see a single image without the query when annotating since we only focused on
the quality of image itself rather than other factors like relevance.

Note that, according to data analysis afterwards, we found that it was dicult for an annotator to
distinguish between Professional and Exceptional, so we merged this two scores into one. That is to
say, we obtained a 4-level image quality judgments (Bad, Fair, Good, Excellent) at last. It also makes
quality judgments more comparable and combinable with 4-level topical relevance judgments,
which will be discussed detailed in later sections.

4The company will also discuss the requirements with us in detail again if they encounter problems during training in order
to control quality.
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Table 4. Image quality scales

Score Description

0 (Bad) Extremely low quality, obviously watermarked, out of focus, un-
derexposed, badly framed images.

1 (Fair) Low-quality images with some technical aws (slightly blurred,
small watermarked, slightly over/underexposed, incorrectly
framed), which are not very appealing.

2 (Good) Standard quality images without technical aws (subject well
framed, in focus, easily recognizable, not easily perceived wa-
termarked), low value for download or image collections.

3 (Professional) Professional-quality images (awless framing, focus, lighting,
not watermarked), which should also be somewhat attrac-
tive/appealing.

4 (Exceptional) Very appealing images, showing both outstanding professional
quality (photographic and/or editing techniques) and high artistic
value.

Table 5. 4-level row-based/page-based relevance scales

Score Description

0 (Irrelevant) The images in the row/page are totally irrelevant as a whole.
1 (Somewhat relevant) The images in the row/page are generally related to the query

terms, but the subjects are not prominent.
2 (Fairly relevant) The images in the row/page are generally quite related to the query

terms, but do not fully satisfy the query requirements.
3 (Highly relevant) The images in the row/page are highly relevant to the query as a

whole, and can fully satisfy the query requirements.

3.2.3 Row-based and Page-based Relevance Annotation. As Figure 1 shows, the image previews
are placed in a two-dimension panel on SERPs. The placement enables users to easily examine
and compare image results without much eort in examining the landing pages. It inspired us
that the judgments made by users in the practical image search scenario can be probably aected
by nearby images, such as images in the same row, or images on the same page. To validate this
assumption, we collected 4-point scaled topical relevance judgments in each row and each page 5.
The descriptions for each scale is shown in Table 5.

Again, we hired Baidu Zhongbao to annotate the topical relevance for each row and page
respectively, and we collected judgments from 3 workers for each. Since there exists no previous
work on the annotation of row-based and page-based scores, the platform of Baidu Zhongbao was
not able to load a row or a page automatically. Therefore, we stitched the image items of a row/page
into an integral picture according to the positions we recorded in the user study. Then the workers
made judgments based on these synthesized query-image pairs. Note that we choose a set-wide
conjunctive denition of relevance in a row/page here, since it is not easy to compute the overall
relevance from relevance scores of image items. In the next two sections, we will also compare the
results of this annotation task with other row-based integration methods (e.g. Maximum, Minimum,
Average), which stand for some disjunctive versions of relevance in a row.
5As we mentioned above, we have ve rows in each page.
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3.2.4 Fine-grained Relevance Annotation. Magnitude estimation (ME) and ne-grained scales
have been recently proposed for relevance judgments in IR. Prior works suggest that they are
well aligned with traditional ordinal relevance scales (either binary or 4-level) while they give
assessors more exibility in terms of preferential judgments as well as enable some mathematical
operations [31, 40, 53]. Roitero et al. [40] nd that their ne-grained scales (S100) are more robust
than ME. Inspired by their work, we applied S100 to image relevance annotation. As far as we know,
we are the rst to employ ne-grained relevance scales in image search, so we give the details of
our method in this part.

Annotation Task. Since the exibility during relevance judgments is one of the points we
expect from this experiment, unlike the detailed descriptions and corresponding examples we gave
in the 4-level annotation tasks above, we made instructions as simple as possible in this task. The
instruction is given as follows.

• Please move the slider to give an integer score in the range of 0 to 100 according to how relevant
the image is to the query. The higher the score is, the higher relevance the image has.

No examples are given this time. In each HIT, a query along with a list of image results (usually
10) is given. The initial score of each image is 50. The annotator needs to click on the link of an
image rst, and then move the slider 6 on the right side of the image, which would not appear until
the image is clicked, to give a score based on the image’s topical relevance. Once she moves the
slider to a proper position as she wants, she can click on the "CONFIRM" button under the slider.
Once the score is conrmed, it can not be modied any more and the image would hide at the same
time. The annotator can make judgments on the images of one HIT in any order she prefers. When
she nishes annotating all the images in one HIT, she can click on the "SUBMIT" button at the
bottom of the page to submit the results. For each valid submission of a HIT, the annotator would
be paid about $0.08. In total, at least 5 scores were gathered for each query-image pair.

Quality assurance. To avoid potential ordering eects and rst sample bias [31, 36], we used
a randomized design, with images grouped into units and presented in a random order. We also
included the following additional quality checks:
(1) Annotators are required to move the slider (pre-set at 50) for at least 60% of images in one

HIT.
(2) The time spent in each HIT is no less than 10 seconds (usually 10 images in a unit).

If the annotator fails any of these quality checks, no valid submission could be made and she
would be assigned another HIT. We also carried some checks after collecting data, including (1)
checking the submission logs of participants who completed over 1000 HITs (8479 HITs overall)
and (2) randomly checking 80 HITs by hand. To be specic, if the scores given by one annotator
for a highly relevant image and an obviously irrelevant image of the same HIT are in a wrong
order, she would fail the quality check for this HIT. If she fails more than 5 checks among the
80 HITs, all the annotations she has made would be abandoned. As a result, most of HITs were
completed in 20 to 40 seconds, which seemed normal, and no worker failed the second manual
check. Although there exist some mistakes in minority of HITs, we think that it is a common
phenomenon in crowdsourcing and their impacts on the overall results are negligible.

Crowdsourcing. Since existing in-house crowdsourcing platforms could not meet the require-
ments of randomized data selecting, specialized interface and additional quality checks in this
task, we utilized another open crowdsourcing platform Chinacrowds 7, a lightweight version of

6We used the slider instead of the text box here in order to enable the worker to directly express the level of perceived
relevance rather than tangle in specic numbers, and this setting is consistent with that of previous work on S100.
7http://www.chinacrowds.com
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(a) Satisfaction Feedbacks (b) Item-based S4 Relevance Scores

Fig. 3. (a) The distribution of satisfaction feedbacks in the user study. (b) The marginal distribution of
item-based topical relevance scores in a 4-point scale (S4).

Crowdower 8 in China, where the designed interface and quality checks could be easily inserted.
Note that we did not use platforms like Crowdower andAmazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) 9 because
our tasks and queries were all in Chinese, while these platforms had few active Chinese users.

4 DISTRIBUTION
4.1 Satisfaction
We collected explicit user satisfaction feedbacks in the rst stage, which function as the golden
standard in image search evaluation. The distribution of query-level satisfaction scores is shown
in Figure 3(a). The proportions of high satisfaction scores (4 and 5) and low scores (1, 2 and 3) do
not dier too much, that is to say, the satisfaction distribution seems normal and balanced. And it
further verify that the task settings in our lab study are rather reasonable and realistic.

4.2 Coarse-grained Scales
For 4-level item-based relevance, row-based relevance, page-based relevance and image quality
annotations 10, we adopt the median when there are disagreements among assessors. The Fleiss’s κ
of item-based relevance, row-based relevance, page-based relevance and image quality judgments
are 0.551, 0.576, 0.719 and 0.527 respectively, which all reach moderate agreements [27].

4.2.1 Item-based topical relevance. Figure 3(b) gives the marginal distribution of item-based
topical relevance in a 4-point scale. More than 60% of images are annotated as Highly relevant.
The distribution is dierent from that of the traditional web search document dataset (e.g. TREC
document), which has a large proportion of irrelevant documents, but it might not be surprising
since the commercial image search engine are usually committed to optimize topical relevance of
images. However, compared to the satisfaction distribution, such imbalanced distribution might
weaken the discriminative power of topical relevance. Note that, despite the imbalanced distribution,
we did not manipulate either the image results or the rankings during the user study process, since
what we mainly focus on is evaluating image search results under real search scenarios.

8https://www.gure-eight.com
9https://www.mturk.com/
10We merge Professional and Exceptional levels when processing the results, which has been explained in the former section.
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(a) Row-based Topical Relevance Scores (b) Relevance Score Distribution of Rows

(c) Page-based Relevance Scores (d) Joint Relevance Score Distribution of Two Pages

Fig. 4. (a) The marginal distribution of annotated row-based topical relevance scores. (b) The distribution
of relevance scores of each row, the average score is marked as triangles. (c) The marginal distribution of
annotated page-based topical relevance scores. (d) The joint distribution of page-based relevance scores of
page 1 and page 2. The x-axis represents page 1 and the y-axis represents page 2.

4.2.2 Row-based and page-based topical relevance. As Figure 4(a) shows, the row-based topical
relevance scores have a similar marginal distribution with item-based relevance scores in that the
highly relevant ones account for the vast majority. On the other hand, the distribution of page-
based topical relevance scores diers (see Figure 4(c)). The proportions of Somewhat relevant, Fairly
relevant and Highly relevant are similar, and the Fairly relevant pages account for the most while
the Irrelevant ones make up a quite small part. It indicates that most of result pages contain both
irrelevant and relevant images, but relevant images are the majority part. From this perspective, the
distribution of page-based topical relevance scores also align with that of item-based and row-based
relevance scores.

To take a further look, consider the score distribution of each row (see Figure 4(b)), and we nd
that the rst three rows have higher relevance scores. The average relevance scores decrease as
the position of rows gets deeper. However, the decrease seems to converge since Row 5, the rst
row in the second result page, which indicates that the commercial image search engine focus on
optimizing the rankings on the rst page, especially the top 3 rows. However, the distributions
of relevance scores in the rst and the second page do not show much dierence (The rst page
has only slightly higher relevance score than the second page as Figure 4(d) shows. ). According to
page-based relevance annotations, it suggests that user’s overall perception of the topical relevance
degrees in the rst two result pages are similar, because either page usually includes both relevant
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(a) Image Quality Scores (b) Joint Distribution of Relevance and Quality

Fig. 5. (a) The marginal distribution of image quality scores. (b) The joint distribution of item-based topical
relevance and image quality scores. The x-axis represents topical relevance and the y-axis represents image
quality.

and irrelevant results. The exact rankings within a page seems not to matter a lot when considering
the whole page.

4.2.3 Image ality. Figure 5(a) also gives the marginal distribution of image quality scores,
we can observe a visible dierence between item relevance and quality distributions (Chi-Square
test, p < 0.001). Although image results returned by a commercial image search engine are usually
of high topical relevance (score = 3), fewer images are of excellent quality (score = 3) while more
images are of good quality (score = 2). To further study the relationship between topical relevance
and image quality, we look at their joint distribution (Figure 5(b)), and they don’t align well. Apart
from the results which are both highly relevant (score = 3) and of excellent quality (score = 3), there
are quite numbers of results maintain lower quality (score < 3) despite of high relevance (score = 3).
We manually examine some images with high topical relevance score (score = 3) but lower image
quality score (score < 3), and nd that although most of these image contents match the related
query perfectly, there are some technique aws such as the watermark in the images that harm
the quality. The above observations suggest that the topical relevance and image quality are two
separate facets of the image results, which may impact user satisfaction from dierent dimensions.

4.3 Fine-grained Scales
We name the ne-grained scales as S100 11 with reference to Roitero et al. [40]. Figure 6(a) shows
the distribution of individual scores given by each annotator. All the scores ranging from 0 to 100
are covered, which indicates that the ne-grained scale can reect more subtle dierences in user
perception of topical relevance to the query. It is interesting that there are three sharp curves at
0, 50 and 100 point, which account for 2.9%, 1.8%, 7.7%, respectively. There are several possible
explanations for this phenomenon. By some case studies, there are some quite short and simple
queries such as "Hermione" (a character in the lm Harry Potter), which only involve one or two
items. Under such circumstances, the annotator is of high possibility to give exact boundary scores,
like 0 (if the image does not include the query item) and 100 (if the image content is exactly the
query item). On the other hand, since our initial score for each image is 50, it requires least eort
for the annotator to give a 50 point and it might bring some bias at the beginning of annotation.
We further look at whether there is a user-specic property of using the S100 scale as a ternary one
11The levels are actually 101, we call it S100 for simplicity anyway.
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(a) Individual Relevance Score Distribution (b) Aggregated Relevance Score Distribution

(c) Aggregated S100 Scores vs. 4-level Relevance Scores (d) Joint Distribution of S4, S100 Topical Relevance and
Image Quality

Fig. 6. (a) The distribution of individual annotated relevance scores. (b) The distribution of aggregated
(average) relevance scores. The bar represents the frequency of each score. (c) Comparison of Aggregated
S100 scores and 4-level relevance scores, the black line in the middle of each box represents the median. (d)
Joint Distribution of S4, S100 Topical Relevance and Image ality, the numbers in the heat map are average
S100 scores for each relevance-quality group.

(0, 50, 100), and nd that there are 14 workers that more than 50% of scores they have given are
ternary. To avoid this bias, we remove all the scores they have given in all the experiments later.
As we mentioned before, we collect S100 relevance scores for each query-image pair from 5

dierent annotators. In this work, we consider the arithmetic mean 12 of scores from dierent
annotators as the aggregated score for each query-image pair. Figure 6(b) shows the distribution of
S100 scores after aggregation, and the distribution turns out to be much smoother than that of the
raw scores. Most of the results are of somewhat topical relevance, and there is a peak around the
score of 90, which is a rather high relevance score. It is also consistent with our observations under
4-level relevance judgments. We directly compare the distribution of S100 scores compared to the
4-level relevance scores (Figure 6(c)), we can observe that the S100 scores cover a larger scale of
scores at each relevance level marked by 4-level relevance scores while the median value of S100
scores align with those relevance levels. Meanwhile, the increase of median value is non-linear.

12We have used several aggregation and normalization methods besides arithmetic mean, including median, min-max
normalization among annotators, centralization according to the HIT and query, and other common aggregation functions,
but it turned out the use of arithmetic mean over raw scores performed well enough in terms of correlating with user
satisfaction and was quite simple.
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Moreover, we are interested in the dierences between two scales. Since we have annotations of
image quality, which is a dierent dimension from topical relevance, we look at the joint distribution
of image quality and topical relevance in two kinds of scales (Figure 6(d)). It is interesting that when
the S4 topical relevance is low (e.g. score = 0), the S100 scores are almost the same in all quality
levels, while when the topical relevance is high (e.g. score = 3), the S100 scores increase with image
quality levels 13. We assume that when annotating in a ne-grained scales, the annotators rst
prioritize the topical relevance factor, and other dimensions (e.g. image quality) may be further
considered if certain relevance requirements are met. Thus ne-grained scales could allow more
freedom and capture annotators’ more subtle perceptions.

5 OFFLINE METRICS UNDER DIFFERENT JUDGMENTS
In this section, we examine how oine metrics correlate with user satisfaction (collected in Stage I)
on the condition of dierent annotations (collected in Stage II) and attempt to answer the research
questions we propose in Section 1. With user satisfaction widely considered as the golden standard
in user-centric search evaluation [1, 8, 34, 43], we utilize Spearman’s rank correlation coecient to
analysis how oine metrics reect user satisfaction. In addition to Spearman’s rank correlation
coecient, we have also calculated Pearson’s correlation coecient and Kendall’s tau, and the
overall trends are similar. Since the Spearman’s rank correlation test does not carry any assumptions
about the distribution of the data and is useful to analyze whether one variable is monotonically
related to the other one, we use it as our primary analysis tool in the following experiments.
Moreover, We also calculate the signicant level of dierence between correlation coecients with
reference to Cohen [12].

5.1 Comparison across Oline Metrics under Traditional S4 Topical Relevance
Based on the traditional 4-level topical relevance annotations of the top ten rows of images, we rst
compute several typical oine evaluation metrics which are widely used in general Web search,
including CG, DCG, RBP, ERR according to the original rankings of individual image results given
by the image search engine. Besides, we compute another two simple metrics, maximum (MAX)
and average (AVG) of image annotations. With reference to the previous work [8], we investigate
the eects of the evaluation depth for DCG and we nd that DCG aligns with user satisfaction
best when calculated at the top 10 rows. We use "row" rather than "rank" as a measurement of
the evaluation depth here considering the number of images varies in dierent rows on SERPs.
For example, DCG@10r means the DCG calculated at the top 10 rows of images. Additionally, we
normalize all the metrics by the number of images.
The results are shown in Table 6 (see the column of Z-Sequence). We consider several typical

persistency parameter p (e.g. 0.99, 0.8, 0.5, 0.1) for RBP and nd the RBP metric reaches higher
correlation with user satisfaction with the increase with p. What’s more, RBP (0.99) has the highest
correlation coecient among all the metrics. And the metric which has a slower decay rate (e.g.
RBP (0.99), DCG, CG) shows better performances than that emphasizes the very top results (e.g.
ERR). The results indicate that users tend to be patient and examine lots of images. This may be a
limitation of our lab study since practical image search users get impatient sometimes. However, to
collect the explicit feedbacks of satisfaction, we have to use lab-based study design. We may use
some more practical experimental designs such as eld study [9, 21, 24, 51] in the future. It is also
interesting that the AVG metric has high correlations among these metrics, only second to RBP.

13Note that there is an exception when topical relevance = 2 and image quality = 2, which could be explained by that there
are few data satisfying this condition.
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(a) Z-Sequence (b) S-Sequence (c) T-Sequence

(d) Results of "Z/S/T" Sequences

Fig. 7. (a) An example of Z-Sequence. The arrows represent how the user examines the results. (b) An example
of S-Sequence. (c) An example of T-Sequence. (d) An example of how we obtain "Z/S/T" examination sequences.

This indicates that the user might make satisfaction decisions based on the integral results (e.g. a
row or a page), while the internal rank might not matter so much as in general Web search.
Considering the middle-position bias of user examination behavior in image search [57], we

compare the metric results under the assumption of three kind of examination sequences. Figure 7
presents an example how we obtain "Z/S/T" sequences from a two-dimensional results placement.
To be specic, the "Z-Sequence" is the “original” sequence which just concatenate rows into a list
(Figure 7(a)). As for "S-Sequence", it reverses the image rankings in all even lines (Figure 7(b)). As
for "T-Sequence", we assume that users start examine each row from the middle of each row, and
then extend to the left and right sides. They move to the next row after examining results of the
current row (Figure 7(c)). The Spearman’s rho (rs ) between user satisfaction and metrics based on
the three sequences is shown in Table 6. Against our assumptions, there is little dierence among
dierent sequences. On the one hand, according to our analysis in Section 4, most of the images
in the top rows are Highly Relevant and most of the metrics are head-weighted, which makes the
changes inside rows trivial. On the other hand, it indicates that users may not follow a specic
sequence when examining a row.

Therefore, we only consider the original sequence, Z-Sequence, in our experiments later.
Existing metrics are mainly designed for general Web search based on the sequential ranking list,

without considering the two-dimensional result placement in image search. However, according to
eye-tracking study of Xie et al. [57], we nd a trend of examining images row by row by looking
at the rst arrival time of images on dierent rows, as Figure 8(a) shows. Thus, we assume that
users might examine image results in a row-based method. Given this situation, we adapt these
metrics to the changes in image search. Since changing rankings inside the row has not shown
much inuences on results (see Table 6), we use three order-independent integration methods
for each row, which are the maximum (MAX), the minimum (MIN) and average (AVG) of image
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Table 6. Spearman’s rho (rs ) between user satisfaction and metrics calculated at "Z/S/T" sequences based on
4-level topical relevance annotations. (* indicates the correlation is significant at p < 0.01 level.)

Z-Sequence S-Sequence T-Sequence

CG 0.180* 0.180* 0.180*
DCG@10r 0.188* 0.188* 0.190*
RBP (0.99) 0.211* 0.211* 0.211*
RBP (0.8) 0.171* 0.176* 0.177*
RBP (0.5) 0.146* 0.147* 0.155*
RBP (0.1) 0.126* 0.126* 0.128*
ERR 0.122* 0.122* 0.123*
MAX 0.044 0.044 0.044
AVG 0.193* 0.193* 0.193*

Table 7. Spearman’s rho (rs ) between user satisfaction and two-dimensional oline metrics based on 4-level
topical relevance annotations. (* indicates the correlation is significant at p < 0.01 level. † indicates the
dierence between rs based on row-integration and that based on Z-Sequence is significant at p < 0.05 level,
and if p ∈ (0.05, 0.1), it is recorded in the parentheses)

.
Z-Sequence Row-MAX Row-MIN Row-AVG

CG 0.180* 0.180* 0.197*(p = 0.057) 0.190*†
DCG@10r 0.188* 0.177* 0.189* 0.184*
RBP (0.99) 0.211* 0.179* 0.211* 0.193*
RBP (0.8) 0.171* 0.176* 0.203* 0.186*
RBP (0.5) 0.146* 0.170* 0.182* 0.169*
RBP (0.1) 0.126* 0.168* 0.163* 0.140*
ERR 0.122* 0.168* 0.167* 0.145*
MAX 0.044 0.044 0.173*† 0.162*†
AVG 0.193* 0.181* 0.211*† 0.193*

scores in the row. Then the two-dimensional oine metrics can be calculated as a ranking list
with the integrated results for a row. The Spearman’r rho between user satisfaction and these
two-dimensional metrics are shown in Table 7. We also compare their correlation coecients with
those of metrics computed based on Z-Sequence, to see whether there are signicant dierences
after integrating rows.

Row-based integration methods have dierent impacts on dierent metrics. For metrics that have
no or slower decay, like CG, DCG, RBP (p > 0.5), AVG, the row-based minimum integration shows
the best performance, followed by the row-based average integration. Since these metrics mainly
highlight gains on the result page and there are large proportion of images are highly relevant,
the image that has lower relevance score might aect the user’s perception of gain in a row and
further, satisfaction with the overall results. Meanwhile, metrics like ERR and RBP (p = 0.1), which
model users as less patient, are more strict to dierent rows, so the maximum of relevance level in
a row may better reect the perceived gain. However, most of the improvements are not signicant
compared to the original list (Z-Sequence). There are several possible explanations for this result.
For one thing, the 4-level topical relevance could not distinguish images well, considering the
large proportion of Highly Relevant images, which further weaken the discriminative power of
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(a) First Arrival Time of Images in the Top Rows (b) Distribution of Row-based Annotation and Integration

Fig. 8. (a) First arrival time of images in the first five rows, the black line in the middle of each box represents
the median. (b) The marginal distribution of row-based annotation, Row-MAX, Row-AVG, Row-MIN topical
relevance scores.

Table 8. Spearman’s rho (rs ) between user satisfaction and metrics calculated at Z-Sequence, row-based
integration methods (we only show the highest rs of three methods here), row-based and page-based
annotations.(* indicates the correlation is significant at p < 0.01 level. † indicates the dierence with rs based
on Z-Sequence is significant at p < 0.05 level, and if p ∈ (0.05, 0.1), it is recorded in the parentheses)

Z-Sequence Row-ITG Row-ANT Page-ANT

CG 0.180* 0.197*(p = 0.057) 0.232*† 0.228*†
DCG@10r 0.188* 0.189* 0.225*(p = 0.088) 0.227*
RBP (0.99) 0.211* 0.211* 0.232* 0.226*
RBP (0.5) 0.146* 0.182* 0.212*† 0.226*†
ERR 0.122* 0.167* 0.208*† 0.227*†
MAX 0.044 0.173*† 0.274*† 0.214*†
AVG 0.193* 0.211*† 0.232*† 0.228*

oine metrics. For another, we assume that these simple integration methods might not well reect
the impacts of context images on user perception of relevance and could not properly represent
the topical relevance of a whole row. To verify these assumptions, we then collected annotations
considering dierent factors, and compare the performances of oine metrics.

5.2 Row-based & Page-based Relevance vs. Item-based Relevance
It is convenient for users to compare image results directly on the result page thanks to the image
previews placed in a panel. Thus, perception of one image item is of high probability to be inuenced
by other images nearby. Instead of the single image item, user might make decisions according to a
group of images. To addressRQ2, we investigate topical relevance of two typical types of groups, the
row and the page. Note that the two-dimensional results of a query turn to be a sequential list based
on the row-based and page-based relevance. The Spearman’s rank correlation coecients between
user satisfaction with metrics calculated at item-based, row-based and page-based relevance are
shown in Table 8. All of the metrics computed on the basis of row-based relevance seem to have
better correlations with user satisfaction, and most of these improvements are signicant compared
to "Z-Sequence". The results also suggest that users tend to examine results in a row-based method
and make decisions according to the overall relevance level rather than independent image items.
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Table 9. Spearman’s rho (rs ) between user satisfaction and metrics calculated at Topical Relevance (TR),
Imageality (IQ) and Combined Relevance (CR).(* indicates the correlation is significant at p < 0.01 level.
† indicates the dierence with rs based on Topical Relevance (TR) is significant at p < 0.05 level. )

Topical Relevance (TR) Image Quality (IQ) Combined Relevance (CR)

CG 0.180* 0.306*† 0.341*†
DCG@10r 0.188* 0.310*† 0.343*†
RBP (0.99) 0.211* 0.315*† 0.345*†
RBP (0.5) 0.146* 0.224*† 0.256*†
ERR 0.122* 0.183*† 0.227*†
MAX 0.044 0.010 0.057
AVG 0.193* 0.303*† 0.335*†

Note that row-based relevance also outperforms row-based integration in all of the metrics.
We look at the marginal distribution of row-based annotation scores and the three integrated
scores 14 (Figure 8(b)), and observe there are signicant dierences between row-based integration
results and row-based annotation scores (Chi-square test, χ 2 = 6369.2, p < 0.001 for Row-MAX,
χ 2 = 3176.5, p < 0.001 for Row-AVG, χ 2 = 7691.7, p < 0.001 for Row-MIN). On condition of
4-level topical relevance, Row-Max integration tends to assign rows as Highly Relevant, which
overestimates the relevance level. Row-AVG makes the relevance scores more balanced, but still
distributes dierently from the annotated results. In particular, Row-AVG integration assigns rows
of lower relevance levels (Irrelevant, Somewhat Relevant) as higher scores (Fairly Relevant). The
results of Row-MIN also dier a lot from the annotation results in terms of marginal distribution.
But compared with the other two integration methods, it gives more weight to less relevant results,
and make the distribution more balanced as a result. It explains that Row-MIN method outperforms
the other two integration methods a bit in Table 7 but is still not as good as the annotated row-based
relevance scores. The results also conrm our explanation that simple integration of item-based
judgments could not well reect the context impacts and further could not well represent the
integral relevance of a row.

On the other hand, the page-based relevance also brings some improvements, especially benet
metrics like ERR and RBP (p = 0.5). As we have mentioned before, these metrics model users as less
patient and strict to the examination depth. Based on page-based relevance, images on the rst two
pages are considered, which is consistent with our observations that users tend to examine deep in
image search. However, it does not perform as well as row-based relevance annotation for most of
metrics. It might be because that there are about 30 to 50 images in a page, which are too many
for user to examine at one time. Examining results in a smaller group is more realistic. Regarding
RQ2, we nd that when user examine results, the context factors like other images in the same
row aect user’s perception of the image result. Users are more likely to make decisions based on
row-based or page-based relevance comparing to relevance of each independent image item.

5.3 Imageality vs. Topical Relevance
Besides the context, there might also exist some other aspects such as image quality that inuence
user’s measurement of general relevance, inspired by previous works [17, 37]. To address RQ3, we
rst compare metrics based on dierent judgments of Topical Relevance (TR) and Image Quality
(IQ). We also employ a simple heuristic method to create a Combined Relevance (CR), which is

14We round o the decimal numbers here.
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Table 10. Spearman’s rho (rs ) between user satisfaction and metrics calculated at Topical Relevance (TR),
Imageality (IQ) and Combined Relevance (CR) in three search intent scenarios. (* indicates the correlation
is significant at p < 0.01 level. † indicates the dierence with rs based on Topical Relevance (TR) is significant
at p < 0.05 level.)

Exploring Entertain Locating

TR IQ CR TR IQ CR TR IQ CR

CG 0.203* 0.129 0.206* 0.068 0.256*† 0.252*† 0.036 0.328*† 0.308*†
DCG 0.205* 0.146* 0.207* 0.124 0.280*† 0.277*† 0.043 0.337*† 0.320*†

RBP (0.99) 0.212* 0.152* 0.215* 0.125 0.276*† 0.280*† 0.081 0.356*† 0.323*†
RBP (0.5) 0.195* 0.112 0.163* 0.174* 0.267* 0.270*† 0.065 0.258*† 0.239*†
ERR 0.156* 0.096 0.142* 0.175* 0.197* 0.216* 0.097 0.223*† 0.247*†
AVG 0.210* 0.133 0.211* 0.063 0.241*† 0.242*† 0.050 0.333*† 0.295*†

the minimum of TR and IQ. Actually, We have tried several common heuristic methods, including
product, weighted mean, maximum, minimum and simple map with reference to prior work of
O’Hare et al. [37]. As a result, metrics calculated based on the minimum of topical relevance and
image quality align with user satisfaction best. Our intuition is that an image which is useful to
users should both be highly topically relevant to the query and have high quality. The Spearman’s
rho between user satisfaction and metrics calculated at dierent judgments are shown in Table 9.
The metrics based on Combined Relevance (CR) have much higher correlations than those based
on solely Topical Relevance (TR) or Image Quality (IQ). It suggests that both topical relevance and
image quality play important roles in the measurement of general relevance and corresponding
satisfaction for image results. It is a bit surprising that metrics based on image quality perform
better than those based on topical relevance. We assume that because of the imbalanced distribution
of topical relevance of image results, topical relevance of an image alone has a poor discriminative
power. Meanwhile, the image result itself contains not only information but also aesthetic value. It
is reasonable that image quality matters during the process of satisfying user’s need.

Following the intent taxonomy [56], we divide our image tasks into three intent groups, which
are exploring, entertaining and locating. In this part, we take a deep insight into the performances of
metrics, and the impacts of topical relevance and image quality in dierent search intent scenarios.
In the dataset described above, there are 373/287/459 queries for Exploring/Entertaining/Locating
categories respectively. Table 10 gives results. Although Combined Relevance (CR) performs better
overall, the performances of these three judgments are dierent in dierent search intent scenarios.
For Exploring tasks, topical relevance and combined relevance show better performances than
image quality, and the combined relevance does not bring any signicant improvements. It is
reasonable since users intend to learn something under this intent. Even if there are some aws
in a relevant image, users can obtain useful information from the image to fulll their needs. In
that case, topical relevance plays a much more important role than image quality. However, things
change when it comes to the Locating tasks. Since the users always need to download images for
some further use, they tend to be more strict to image quality. For example, in one of the Locating
tasks, the participants are required to make a slide about Harry Potter. To make it more elegant,
the participants may need to nd some posters of Harry Potter lms. In spite that an image is
highly relevant to the query “Harry Potter”, users may not be satised with the image if it has
some aws like a watermark. Given this reason, metrics based on topical relevance perform far
worse than those based on image quality or combined relevance. As for Entertaining tasks, users
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Table 11. Spearman’s rho (rs ) between user satisfaction and metrics based on 4-level (S4) relevance and S100
relevance annotations. (* indicates the correlation is significant at p < 0.01 level. † indicates the dierence is
significant at p < 0.001 level, comparing to the same metric based on the S4 relevance annotations. )

S4 Relevance S100 Relevance

CG 0.180* 0.334*†
DCG@10r 0.188* 0.348*†
RBP (0.99) 0.211* 0.342*†
RBP (0.5) 0.146* 0.252*†
ERR 0.122* 0.236*†
MAX 0.044 0.299*†
AVG 0.193* 0.326*†

are instructed to freely browse the image results to relax. Sometimes they just want to look through
several photos of their favorite stars. In that case, topical relevance is related to whether users can
nd something they are interested in, which usually seems ambiguous and general in this scenario,
while image quality is closely related to their enjoyment, and further their satisfaction. Therefore,
in Entertaining search intent scenario, both highly relevant and highly qualied images may make
users more satised. As a result, combined relevance performances best for most of the metrics,
and metrics calculated based on image quality alone correlate with user satisfaction much better
than topical relevance.

Regarding to RQ3, we nd that image quality is a non-negligible factor when evaluating image
search results and judgments combining topical relevance and image quality can outperform either
independent one in overall tasks. Moreover, the importance of topical relevance and image quality
will dier in dierent search intent scenarios.

5.4 S100 Relevance vs. S4 Relevance
Considering the imbalanced distribution of 4-point scaled relevance, the coarse-grained scales
might hurt the distinctive power of topical relevance. Further, we investigated ne-grained scales.
To address RQ4, we compute metrics based on S4 relevance and S100 relevance annotations. Note
that to avoid overow under [0, 100] scale, we normalize all of the scores into [0, 1] using min-max
normalization and apply the normalized results to metrics.

Table 11 shows Spearman’s rank correlation coecients between metrics and user satisfaction.
All of the metrics calculated based on S100 relevance have signicantly higher correlations with
user satisfaction compared with the corresponding metrics based on S4 relevance. When there are
only four levels for annotators to make relevance judgments, they can hardly distinguish among
images of relatively high topical relevance, which results in the imbalanced distribution (Figure 3(b)),
and it also harms the discriminative power of topical relevance. However, things change when
there are ne-grained scales. According to Figure 6(b), scores cover the whole [0,100] scale and
the aggregated score distribution seems smoother. The annotators can make further distinctions
among relevant images according to their perception. Regarding to RQ4, we assume that the
ne-grained relevance scales can better reect the user perception of relevance in the practical
image search scenario. Thus, ne-grained relevance scales have a greater discriminative power
and metrics calculated based on them can signicantly better reect user satisfaction. Besides, it is
worth mentioning that performances of metrics based on S100 relevance scores are close to those
based on combined relevance (CR). As we have analyzed before, image quality is part of general
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Table 12. Spearman’s rho (rs ) between user satisfaction and two-dimensional oline metrics based on S100
relevance annotations. (* indicates the correlation is significant at p < 0.01 level. † indicates the dierence
between rs based on row-integration and that based on Z-Sequence is significant at p < 0.05 level. )

Z-Sequence Row-MAX Row-MIN Row-AVG

CG 0.334* 0.366*† 0.275*† 0.329*†
DCG@10r 0.348* 0.361* 0.280*† 0.333*†
RBP (0.99) 0.342* 0.365* 0.270*† 0.327*†
RBP (0.5) 0.252* 0.329*† 0.267* 0.328*†
ERR 0.236* 0.309*† 0.269* 0.321*†
MAX 0.299* 0.299* 0.336* 0.352*†
AVG 0.326* 0.365*† 0.270*† 0.327*

relevance of the image result, and when annotators need to make further distinction of topical
relevance, they might consider some quality factor without consciousness.
Although row-based integrated scores do not perform as well as row-based annotated scores

on the 4-point scale, we still consider the row-based integration as a simplied way to combine
with row-based context. Similar to Section 2.3, we compute two-dimensional metrics with three
row-based integration methods based on ne-grained annotation results. Results are shown in
Table 7. In general, the performances of evaluation metrics calculated at S100 relevance scores
have all been improved after using row-based integration. This result reects the impacts of the
row-based context. We assume that because ne-grained scales can capture more subtle dierences
in topical relevance and have stronger discriminative power, the role of row-based integration
has been played out. It is also interesting that the most appropriate integration method diers in
correspond to the original metrics. We can see that for metrics like CG, DCG, RBP and AVG, the
most relevant image in the row determines the relevance degree of this row, while for metrics like
ERR and MAX, the relevance degree of a row is inuenced by all of the images. Since metrics, like
CG, DCG, RBP (0.99) and AVG, emphasize the cumulative gain of rows, the most relevant one in
the row stands out and becomes representative. Meanwhile, for metrics like ERR and MAX, they
tend to be more strict to dierent rows, that is to say, the gap between the weights of dierent rows
are signicant and they prefer to examine fewer rows, so it becomes more cautious to measure
the integral relevance degree of a row and Row-AVG integration becomes more suitable for these
metrics.
Note that the proper row-based integrations methods dier a lot from that when using S4

relevance scales (see Table 7), which a little surprising. We assume that because over 80% of
rows are assigned as Highly Relevant when using S4 relevance annotations, which disables the
discriminative power of topical relevance and oine metrics, and as a consequence, the minimum
relevance score of one row becomes representative instead for metrics like CG, DCG, RBP and AVG.
However, when we get more subtle distinctions among Relevant images, the maximum of the row
becomes more representative and discriminative, and the improvements of Row-MAX integration
become signicant. It indicates that users still care more about positive gains during the process of
examining results. While for metrics like ERR and MAX, when the relevance score of each image
contains more ne-grained factors, considering all of the images in a row rather than one item
makes these metrics more stable.
On the other hand, although metrics based on S100 relevance annotations alone can achieve

similar performances with those based on 4-level combined relevance, we are still interested in
whether performances can be improved when combining S100 Topical Relevance (TRS100) and
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Table 13. Spearman’s rank correlation coeicients (rs ) between user satisfaction and oline metrics based
on S100 topical relevance (TRS100) alone, combination of 4-level relevance and image quality (CRS4), combi-
nation of S100 relevance and image quality (CRS100). (* indicates the correlation is significant at p < 0.01
level. † indicates the dierence is significant at p < 0.05 level, comparing to the same metric based on the
TRS100.)

TRS100 CRS4 CRS100

CG 0.334* 0.341* 0.382*†
DCG@10r 0.348* 0.343* 0.390*†
RBP (0.99) 0.342* 0.345* 0.388*†
RBP (0.5) 0.252* 0.256* 0.285*†
ERR 0.236* 0.227* 0.256*
MAX 0.299* 0.057† 0.345*†
AVG 0.326* 0.335* 0.378*†

Image Qquality (IQ). First, we experimentally compared several heuristic combination methods (e.g.
maximum, minimum, product, weighted mean, etc.) and found that the weighted mean function
led to the best performance. In particular, we rst normalize all the annotated scores into the scale
of [0, 1], and calculate the Combined Relevance by the following formula:

CRS100 = ω
TRS100
100

+ (1 − ω)
IQ

3
. We do a simple grid search from 0 to 1 with step size of 0.1, and nd that when ω equals 0.6, most
of metrics have the best correlations with user satisfaction in our dataset. The weight coecient
balances the factor of topical relevance and image quality. It shows a bit more weight on TRS100,
which suggests that when subtle dierences in topical relevance can be reected, topical relevance
plays a crucial role in evaluating results. Therefore, we adopt this parameter in later experiments
involving CRS100. We compare rs based on CRS100 to those based on TRS100 and CRS4 in Table 13.
Generally, all of the metrics based on CRS100 have better correlations with user satisfaction

compared with those based on either TRS100 or CRS4. For one thing, it conrms that topical
relevance and image quality are two dierent dimensions of an image and both of them play
an important role in the measurement of general relevance of image results. For another, most
of metrics based on CRS100 outperform the corresponding metrics based on CRS4, which also
certicates that ne-grained scales are more suitable for image search evaluation than traditional
coarse-grained scales.
Finally, we attempt to combine all of the factors we have discussed above, and calculate the

Spearman’s rho between two-dimensional metrics based on CRS100 and user satisfaction. Table 14
shows the results. The improvements are signicant on all of the metrics and the best row-based
integration method for dierent metrics almost consistent with results in Table 12. This result
also veries the benets of considering row-based adaption, image quality and ne-grained scales.
As a result, metric CG with Row-MAX integration achieves the highest correlation (rs = 0.404),
followed by RBP (p = 0.99) and AVG with Row-MAX integration (rs = 0.403), and it is the best
result we have achieved by now.

5.5 Harderies
Considering the skewed distribution of topical relevance in our dataset, we further verify our
ndings on "hard" queries to eliminate accidental factors. We have not collected the user’s feedback
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Table 14. Spearman’s rank correlation coeicients (rs ) between user satisfaction and two-dimensional oline
metrics based on CRS100. (* indicates the correlation is significant at p < 0.01 level. † indicates the dierence
between rs based on row-integration and that based on Z-Sequence is significant at p < 0.05 level. )

Z-Sequence Row-MAX Row-MIN Row-AVG

CG 0.382* 0.404*† 0.343*† 0.380*
DCG@10r 0.390* 0.399* 0.344*† 0.379*
RBP (0.99) 0.388* 0.403* 0.342*† 0.379*
RBP (0.5) 0.285* 0.364*† 0.323* 0.364*†
ERR 0.256* 0.336*† 0.318*† 0.353*†
MAX 0.345* 0.345* 0.348* 0.369*
AVG 0.378* 0.403*† 0.341*† 0.378*

Table 15. Spearman’s rank correlation coeicients (rs ) between user satisfaction and oline metrics based on
dierent annotations. (* indicates the correlation is significant at p < 0.01 level. † indicates the dierence is
significant at p < 0.05 level, comparing to the same metric based on TRS4. )

TRS4 Row-ANT Page-ANT IQ CRS4 TRS100

CG 0.277* 0.407*† 0.405*† 0.239* 0.379*† 0.464*†
DCG@10r 0.269* 0.392*† 0.401*† 0.238* 0.365*† 0.451*†
RBP (0.99) 0.330* 0.415*(p = 0.053) 0.401* 0.283* 0.419*† 0.429*†
RBP (0.5) 0.211* 0.368*† 0.401*† 0.156* 0.249* 0.302*†
ERR 0.193* 0.365*† 0.401*† 0.140 0.221* 0.286*†
AVG 0.317* 0.419*† 0.405* 0.256* 0.411*† 0.450*†

of each query’s diculty in the user study (Stage I), so we distinguish the query diculty according
to relevance of image results returned by the search engine. In detail, the queries are sorted by the
average topical relevance scores (S4) of image results in a descending order, and the last 25% are
considered as hard queries. We recalculate the oine metrics and Spearman’s rank correlation
coecients with user satisfaction based on dierent annotations. The results are in Table 15. Note
that we do not include the metric "MAX" here to avoid mathematical exceptions, and metrics are
calculated based on "Z-Sequence" when using TRS4, IQ , CRS4 and TRS100.

The overall results are consistent with our ndings regarding to RQ2 - RQ4. If we only consider
the traditional 4-level relevance, all of metrics here have better correlations with user satisfaction
than those of all queries, which indicates that oine metrics as well as topical relevance have
better discriminative power. It is not surprising since we select the queries that have fewer relevant
images. Row-based and page-based topical relevance outperforms item-based one signicantly
in most cases. Moreover, the improvements in hard queries are greater than those in all queries
in the aspect of absolute values. It emphasizes the impacts of the context in a row or a page in
user’s perception of relevance. Comparing image quality and topical relevance, we nd that metrics
using image quality alone fail to perform as well as those using topical relevance alone, which
seems contrary to the results in Table 9. We assume that users care more about topical relevance
when the image results are not so relevant, in other words, the query is hard, while users tend
to pay more attention to the image quality of each item if most of images are highly relevant.
Meanwhile, considering the metrics calculated based on combined relevance, we can still conclude
that combining image quality and topical relevance can improve the performance of oine metrics
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Table 16. Comparison of Dierent Annotation Tasks

Data Size Type Assessors
per Unit

Platform Instruction

Item TRS4 79337 Query-image 3 Baidu Zhongbao Detailed instructions
and examples

Item IQ 54377 Single image 3 Baidu Zhongbao Detailed instructions
and examples

Row TRS4 11190 Query-image 3 Baidu Zhongbao Explanations for each
level

Page TRS4 2238 Query-image 3 Baidu Zhongbao Explanations for each
level

Item TRS100 79337 Query-image 5 Chinacrowds Simple
instructions

in a signicant level. Furthermore, ne-grained relevance scale benets oine metrics a lot since
it further improves the discriminative power of topical relevance and better reects the user’s
perception of relevance.

Last but not least, we also nd that metrics like CG and RBP (0.99) have better correlations with
user satisfaction than metrics like ERR and RBP (0.5). It suggest that even in hard queries, users are
still well patient during examination and focus more on the gains.

6 DISCUSSION
We mainly investigate how oine metrics calculated at dierent annotations align with user
satisfaction in the last section. In this section, we rst give a review of our annotation tasks through
crowdsourcing platforms (Table 16) and the eciency of these methods (Table 17). Then, we further
discuss the cost and performances of several top results (Table 18).

6.1 Overview of Annotation Tasks
We exploited two popular crowdsourcing platforms in China, Baidu Zhongbao (in-house crowd-
souring) and Chinacrowds (open crowdsourcing). For 4-level annotation tasks, we employed Baidu
Zhongbao since they had some experience in image annotation equipped with existing platforms
and work ow for annotation. In addition, we required that each annotation unit be annotated by 3
dierent assessors to further guarantee the annotation quality. However, we chose Chinacrowds,
the more exible open crowdsourcing platform, rather than the in-house crowdsouring, due to the
specic design of both the interface and quality checks for S100 annotation task. Meanwhile, we
collected judgments from 5 dierent assessors to guarantee the reliability of annotation results.
Topical relevance annotation was query-dependent, so the query co-occurred with image results
during annotation, while image quality was query-independent, so the annotator could only make
judgments according to the single image itself. The complexity of instructions also diered. We
oered the most detailed explanations of each level and corresponding examples for image quality
annotation task. We also gave detailed instructions as well as examples when collecting 4-level
item-based topic relevance annotations. As for row-based and paged-based topical relevance, we
gave the explanations of each level but without examples. And for the S100 topic relevance anno-
tation task, we only gave the simplest general instructions without any further explanations or
examples, since we would like to gather more ne-grained perception of topical relevance from
annotators.
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Table 17. Cost and Reliability of Dierent Crowdsourcing Annotation Tasks

Total Cost Time (Day) Krippendor’s α
Interface Training Main

Item-based TRS4 $1512 – 5 10 0.619
Item-based IQ $2263 – 10 10 0.503
Row-based TR $491 10 5 10 0.788
Page-based TR $148 10 5 5 0.830

Item-based TRS100 $3100 5 – 4 0.506

6.2 Eiciency of Annotation Tasks
The in-house crowdsourcing company usually has the process of pre-training before the main task
to make sure their workers have fully understood the requirements, which is a bit time-consuming
as Table 17 shows. To be detailed, in our tasks, the company selected some samples at random
from the whole dataset and distributed them to the workers for annotating. Then they provided
us with results of these samples. If we were not satised with the accuracy of these results, they
would re-conrm our requirements and re-train their workers according to our feedbacks until the
accuracy became acceptable. The time cost of training is highly related to the complexity of tasks
and instructions. For example, the image quality annotation task was the most dicult because
judgment of quality is a bit more subjective than that of topical relevance. Although we provided
the most detailed instructions along with examples, we still communicated with the manager
several times to guarantee the accuracy during the training process, so the time for training was
double. After the pre-training, the time to complete the main task is more related to data size.
Thus, it took less time to complete the main task of page-based relevance annotation. On the
other hand, it barely took training time on the open crowdsourcing platform. Moreover, the open
crowdsourcing seemed to complete tasks faster, considering the large number of exible workers.
However, we needed to design the interface as well as the quality checks by ourselves when utilizing
the open crowdsourcing platform. As a result, it took us about 5 days to prepare and release the
tasks but only took four days to gather all annotation results. Note that we also needed to stitched
image items and made some adjustments based on Baidu’s existing framework for row-based and
page-based annotation tasks because there was no previous work on the annotation of row-based
and page-based relevance. In fact, it took about 10 days to communicate with the company, debug
and put these adjustments into practice.
We have reported Fleiss’s κ of 4-level annotation tasks in the former section, which all reach

moderate agreements [27]. However, Fleiss’s κ can hardly reect the reliability of S100 annotations
due to the ne-grained scales. Therefore, we look at Krippendor’s α [20] instead 15. As Table 17
shows, S100 annotations by open crowdsourcing has fairly reliability compared to 4-level item-based
topical relevance and image annotations by in-house crowdsourcing.

The row-based and page-based relevance annotation tasks cost less money because of the much
smaller data size. It cost a bit more for image quality annotation compared with 4-level topical
relevance due to the diculty of the annotation task. The money cost of S100 annotation was the
highest but we collected scores from 5 dierent workers for each query-image pair.
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Table 18. Comparison of Costs and Performances among Several Top Results

Metric rs Annotation Money Time
(Main/Total)

CG (Row-MAX) 0.404 Item-based TRS100 &
Item-based IQ

$5363 14/29

CG (Row-MAX) 0.366 Item-based TRS100 $3100 4/9
RBP (0.99) 0.345 Item-based TRS4 &

Item-based IQ
$3775 20/35

RBP (0.99) 0.315 Item-based IQ $2263 10/20
MAX 0.274 Row-based TR $491 10/25

RBP (0.99) 0.211 Item-based TRS4 $1512 10/15

6.3 Comparison of Costs and Performances
Further more, we select the metrics of top correlations with user satisfaction on condition of
dierent annotations and discuss about their costs and performances (Table 18). We add up the
time of dierent annotations, including time of interface preparation, pre-training and main task
complement, and also list the time of completing main task separately since it is inuenced by the
data size. The highest correlation is given by 2-dimensional metrics with Row-MAX integration
based on combination of S100 relevance and image quality annotations, but the added-up cost
(money, time) is rather high at the same time. To take one step back, if we only consider S100
relevance annotations, the metrics performances would be sacriced a little, but the cost, including
both money and time, would be signicantly reduced. In particular, we could achieve the second
top correlation with the least time cost. It is worth mentioning that S100 relevance annotations
outperform combination of S4 relevance and image quality annotations in correlation with user
satisfaction yet with smaller cost both in money and time (the second and third row in Table 18). It
suggests that S100 relevance annotation is more ecient than annotating both S4 topical relevance
and image quality. We also nd that image quality annotation can lead to better performances than
S4 topical relevance in our experiments, which might result from the imbalanced distribution of
topical relevance. But the cost of image quality annotation is higher considering the task diculty
and complexity. Considering 4-level topical relevance alone, row-based annotation is a more
eective method than traditional item-based method in that it can contribute to better correlation
while cost much less money. However, there still exist some limitations on row-based relevance
annotation. For example, it is dicult to combine quality with row-based relevance, and if the
layout of images change on SERPs, the annotated row-based relevance can hardly be re-used. These
limitations are still left for future work.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
Search engine evaluation is essential in both academic and industrial IR research, and relevance
annotation is a fundamental part of oine system eectiveness evaluation. While image search
engines show results in a dierent way from general web search, the impacts of result annotations as
well as the performances of oine metrics in the image search scenario are still under-investigated.
To shed light on this research question, we design a two-stage data collection procedure, and
investigate how oine evaluation metrics align with user satisfaction on condition of dierent
data annotations. In our work, user satisfaction is considered as the golden standard for search
15To be specic, we treat S100 as a 101-level ordinal data
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performance evaluation. We collect explicit user satisfaction feedbacks through a lab-based user
study in the rst stage. Considering the factors that probably aect user perception, besides
traditional 4-level topical relevance of each image item, we gather large-scale image quality, row-
based, page-based and ne-grained topical relevance annotations via both in-house and open
crowdsourcing platforms. By looking at Spearman’s rank correlation coecients between user
satisfaction and oine metrics calculated at dierent annotations, we compare the impacts of
dierent factors and attempt to gure out the ecient annotation methods as well as the suitable
oine metrics for image search evaluation.
Centered on our research questions, we summarize our ndings as the following. The highly

imbalanced distribution of topical relevance judgments in the traditional 4-point scales weakens the
discriminative power of topical relevance and further limits the performances of oine metrics from
the perspective of correlations with user satisfaction (RQ1). Our analysis conrms the important
roles of the context of other results on the SERP (RQ2) and image quality (RQ3) for image search
system evaluation. Contrary to topical relevance, the image quality is a query-independent factor
and has the dierent distribution. Combining topical relevance and image quality judgments can
improve the performances of oine metrics signicantly. In particular, the role of image quality
changes with dierent search intents. Compared to item-based relevance, the row-based relevance is
more suitable to reect user’s perception when examining image results while page-based relevance
is sometimes too board and ambiguous. Fine-grained topical relevance has a smoother distribution
and reects more subtle dierences in topical relevance among images, and therefore, it improves
the performances of oine metrics signicantly (RQ4). The highest Spearman’s rank correlation
coecient with user satisfaction we have achieved is 0.404 with combination of ne-grained
relevance, image quality and row-based integration.

For further discussion about costs and performances of annotations, ne-grained (S100) topical
relevance annotation via the open crowdsourcing platform turns out to be a rather competitive
choice, since it contributes to the second best performance, even outperforms the 4-level combined
relevance at lower cost in both time and money. Compared to item-based relevance annotation,
row-based method seems to be more ecient with some better performances but much lower
money cost.

Our study is the rst to investigate the impacts of dierent data annotations through crowdsourc-
ing and correlations between oine metrics and user satisfaction in the image search scenario.
The results provide insights for image search evaluation in aspects of both data annotation ways
and oine metrics. Certainly, there are still some limitations of our work which we would like
to list as our future work directions. User satisfaction is regarded as the golden standard for eval-
uation, but the gap between laboratory experiment environment and practical search scenarios
would cause some bias when collecting user’s feedbacks. For example, practical image search
users sometimes get impatient while in our user study, participants tend to be more patient and
examine numbers of images. Besides, participants of our experiment are all undergraduate students
due to the resource constrains. More practical experimental designs that has a wide coverage
like eld study [9, 21, 24, 51] will be investigated in the future. We only focus on query-level
satisfaction evaluation in this article, and we would like to investigate session-level evaluation
based on larger-scale and more practical data. Although we have observed the impacts of the
context factor and found that metrics based row-based relevance annotations are more ecient
than those based on item-based relevance, it is hard for us to combine the row-based relevance with
other annotations. The reusability of row-based annotation is under investigated. In this article,
we mainly use row-based integration to consider the context in a row, which is a relatively naive
simulation. In addition, we consider simple heuristic methods to combine topical relevance and
image quality, which might limit the performances of these factors. More eective combination
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methods are left for future work. In this paper, we mainly investigate dierent annotation methods,
which work as the basis of oine evaluation, while only make some slight adjustments on the
existing metrics. The oine metric designed for the image search scenario is worth further study.
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